UCCA’s second transport of 2 containers worth $1 million dollars of medical & surgical supplies reaches its destination in Central-East Ukraine.
An additional 2 containers of Humanitarian Aid reach Kyiv

UCCA delivers two full containers of medical supplies, pharmaceuticals & heated clothing for further distribution throughout Ukraine.
UCCA supports the wounded

Working with one of our in-country partners – Allies of the World – UCCA delivers vitally needed wheelchairs to help the wounded
UCCA sent medical and surgical supplies to a hospital in Cherkasy oblast where Ukraine’s defenders are being treated.
UCCA 10,000+ GENERATORS Project

Portable generators continue reaching the frontlines to help power Ukraine’s defenders.
UCCA continues procuring, sorting and packing carloads of humanitarian aid.

This week food, hygiene for adults and children, diapers, blankets, and clothes were packed and delivered to residents of the Kharkiv region affected by the war.
#SupportUkraine

UCCA continues to deliver vital humanitarian aid and non-lethal assistance.

We pride ourselves that our aid quickly reaches those in need – nothing is held up in storage and no middlemen – we only work with our trusted and vetted partners.

There are several ways you can continue to support UCCA's work:

Always remember, 100% of our contribution is donated directly to assist Ukraine – no monies are used for overhead or administrative costs.

Wear Hope Help Ukraine! Campaign –
https://delbrenna.com/pages/rachaelray-delbrenna